Minimal-risk scoring matrices for sequence analysis.
We introduce a minimal-risk method for estimating the frequencies of amino acids at conserved positions in a protein family. Our method, called minimal-risk estimation, finds the optimal weighting between a set of observed amino acid counts and a set of pseudofrequencies, which represent prior information about the frequencies. We compute the optimal weighting by minimizing the expected distance between the estimated frequencies and the true population frequencies, measured by either a squared-error or a relative-entropy metric. Our method accounts for the source of the pseudofrequencies, which arise either from the background distribution of amino acids or from applying a substitution matrix to the observed data. Our frequency estimates therefore depend on the size and composition of the observed data as well as the source of the pseudofrequencies. We convert our frequency estimates into minimal-risk scoring matrices for sequence analysis. A large-scale cross-validation study, involving 48 variants of seven methods, shows that the best performing method is minimal-risk estimation using the squared-error metric. Our method is implemented in the package EMATRIX, which is available on the Internet at http://motif.stanford.edu/ematrix.